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Abstract. We introduce a methodology that synthesizestopography, gravity,
crustal-scale seismicrefraction velocity, and surface heat flow data sets to estimate
dynamic elevation, i.e., the topography deriving from buoyancy variations beneath
the lithosphere. The geophysicaldata independently constrain the topographic
effectsof surface processes,crustal buoyancy, and thermal boundary layer thickness.
Each

of these are subtracted

from

raw elevation

of the western

U.S.

Cordillera

to reveal dynamic elevation that can exceed 2 km and is significant at > 95%
confidence.The largest (•1000 km diameter) of the dynamicelevationanomalies
resemblesa numerical model of a hypothetical Yellowstone hotspot swell, but the
swell model does not account for all of the significant features seen in the dynamic
elevation map. Other dynamic elevation anomalies are spatially correlative with
Quaternary volcanism, but partial melt can contribute no more than a few hundred
meters of elevation. Hence much of the dynamic elevation likely derives from
other thermodynamic anomalies. Possible alternative mechanismsinclude both
superadiabatic upwelling and adiabatic phase boundary deflectionsmaintained by
latent heat effects. Comparisonof seismicity and volcanism to effective viscosity
gradients, estimated from lithosphericflexural rigidity to facilitate the numerical
swell model, suggeststhat tectonism focuseswhere lithosphere with negligible
mantle viscosity abuts lithospherewith significant,uppermost mantle viscosity.

1.

Introduction

Topographyof the actively deformingwesternU.S.
Cordillera is characterizedby high relief and regionally

high elevation,typically exceeding1.5 km (Plate 1).
Intriguingly,muchof the high elevationcoincideswith
thin or attenuated continental crust, necessitating topo-

erogeneityof the asthenosphere,
generatedby convective features such as the Yellowstonehotspot or other
upwelling;and (3) thermodynamicand compositional
variations associatedwith magmagenesis.
1.1.

Conductive

Thermal

Buoyancy

McKenzie[1978]notedthat extensionthinsthe congraphicsupportby anomalousbuoyancyof the mantle
ductive
thermal boundary layer and replaces it with
[Suppeet al., 1975;Smith,1978;Eaton, 1982;Joneset
lower-density
convective material. Cordilleran lithoal., 19921996].Mantlebuoyancy
hasbeenattributedto
sphere
has
extended
by •250 km in late Cenozoic[Weroneor moreof threeend-member
processes:
(1) variable
nicke
et
al.,
1988],
and
east-westextensioncontinuesat
thickness of the conductive thermal boundary layer,
a
rate
of•l
cm
yr
-x
[Bennett
et al., 1999].Correspondmaintainedby extensionalthinning; (2) thermal heringly, rifted portions of the Cordillera exhibit elevated

surfaceheat flowexceeding
80 mW m-2, as compared
to
<60
mW
m
-2
in
undeformed
provincesto the east
•Now at Department of Physics,Universityof Colorado,
Boulder.
[Lachenbruch
and Sass,1978; Blackwellet al., 1991].
Copyright 2000 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 2000JB900182.
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The variation of thermal boundary layer thicknessira-.
plicit in the heat flow would significantlyaffect surface
elevation. However, quantitative analysessuggestthat
thinning of the thermal boundary layer is not sufficient
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to account for all mantle-derived

elevation

of the west-

DYNAMIC

ELEVATION

eningof the crustfollowing
magmaticintrusion[Sonder

triggeringof volcanism
ern United States[Lachenbruch
et al., 1994;Saltusand et al., 1987],and asynchronous
and extensionby removalof a remnant slab from MesoThompson,1995].
zoicsubduction[Axenet al., 1993]. Studiesof rifts in
other areas, particularly Africa, have postulated that
1.2. Hotspot Buoyancy
extensionis gravitationally driven by magmagenicupHistorically, the properties of hotspots have been delift or "doming"[Burke and Whiteman,1973; •engSr
fined from their expressionsin oceanic regions. Charand Burke,1978].
acteristic features such as age progressionof volcanic
In actuality,high elevationof the westernU.S. Cordichains[Wilson, 1963] and bathymetricanomaliesor llera probablyderivesfrom somecombinationof litho"swells"[Watts,1976]werefirst recognized
at midplate sphericextensionalthermodynamics,convectivetheroceanic volcanoes such as Hawaii.
The Yellowstonemal buoyancy,and magmagenicbuoyancy. The obSnakeRiver Plain (YSRP) volcanicfield, a --700 km
jective of this paper is to better understandthe relalong, 50 to 100 km wide, curvilinear system stretchtive importanceof variouscontributorsto westernU.S.
ing from north central Nevada to YellowstoneNational
elevation. We attempt to isolate the topographicexPark (Plate lb), is amongthe strongestcandidatesfor
pressionof eachof the processes
that influenceselevaa continentalhotspot. Key elementsof the YSRP's geophysical signature are consistentwith a stationary as-

thenosphericmelt source[Smith and Braile, 1994],including K/Ar agesof silicicvolcanismthat track the
North Americanplate motionvector[Armstronget al.,
1975].The scaleand amplitudeof regionaltopographic
and geoidanomaliesare also similar to thoseof oceanic
hotspots[Smithand Braile, 1994; Waschbusch
and McNutt, 1994],leadingseveralresearchers
to suggestthat

tion of the westernU.S. Cordillera, using a combination

of geophysical
constraint,signalprocessing,
and threedimensionalgeodynamicmodeling. We first remove
the topographiceffectsof variousnear-surface
processes

(e.g., erosion,deposition,
volcanicconstruction,
fault
displacements,
and strain)usingan isostaticanalysisof
lithosphericloading. Next, weconstrainthe crustalcontribution to surfaceelevationfrom regressionof seismic
refraction velocities to density. The effects of conduc-

high elevation of the Yellowstone-Snake River Plain
tive geothermalvariationsare estimatedfrom surface
and the northern Basin-Range provincescorresponds
heat flow' measurements. We also assess the contributo a Yellowstone swell supported by convective thertion of a hypothetical Yellowstonehotspot swell with
mal buoyancy[Suppeet al., 1975; Smith, 1978; Pierce
the aid of a numerical flow model of thermally driven
and Morgan, 1990; Parsons et al., 1994; Smith and
upwelling. Finally, we considerthe possibleeffectsof
Braile, 1994; Waschbuschand McNutt, 1994; Saltus and
magmagenicbuoyancyusinga simple melt model.

Thompson,1995].

1.3.

Magmagenic

Buoyancy

2. Topographic Analysis

Mantle magmagenesis
entailsthe preferentialmelting
and separation of Fe and A1 silicatesin a mantle aggregate. In a mantle partial melt, both the liquid phase
and the solid residuum will be lessdensethan the orig-

The topography of the western U.S. Cordillera is
among its most striking and enigmatic geophysicalex-

Dueker[19941postulateda magmagenic
originfor Cor-

straightforwardfor oceaniclithosphere[e.g., Crough,
1983],but continentaltopographyis dominatedby pro-

pressions(Plate 1). Many different processeshave
shaped the landscape,and often they occur at overinal aggregate[Jordan,1978;Fujii and Kushiro,1977]. lapping scalesand depths, or have complex interrelaVarious investigationshave suggesteda correlation of tionships. From a geodynamicalperspective, we are
mantle-derived high elevation with magmagenesisin particularly interestedin observingand modeling the
eastern California [Fliednet and Ruppert, 1996; Park elevationresponseto sublithosphericmantle processes.
et al., 1996; Wernickeet al., 1996],and Humphreysand Isolation of hotspot swells, for example, is relatively
dilleran high elevationsbasedon the observationof very
low P velocity, requiring the presenceof partial melt,
in the Cordilleran upper mantle. If magmagenicbuoyancy is sufficientto generatesignificantdynamic elevation, magmagenesis
might alsoplay a role in extensional
processesvia the lithospheric extensional stressgenerated by deep gravitationalpotential anomalies[Jones

cessesthat are typically much lesswell constrainedthan
in oceans. These include the complex interplay of tectonic strain partitioning with erosion and deposition,
the thicknessand bulk compositionof the crust, and
thermal structure and compositionof the mantle lithosphere. In the westernUnited States, lithosphericteret al., 1996]. Structuralanalysesof the Cordillerasug- raneshavediverseoriginsand crustal differentiationhisgest a broad space-timeassociationbetweenextension tories[e.g., Hoffman,1989]. Followingassembly,
the
and volcanism[Christiansenand Lipman, 1972; Wer- lithosphereexperiencedrifting duringthe Precambrian,
nickeet al., 1987]. That relationshiphasbeenvariously passivemargin deposition through much of the Paleoattributed to decompressionmelting driven by passive zoic,shorteningand arc magmatismduring Cretaceous
upwellingof the asthenospherebeneath extendinglitho- and early Tertiary, and extensionfrom late Tertiary on

sphere[Christiansenand McKee,19781,thermalweak- [e.g.,Anderson,1989].The topographic
expression
has
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a complexdependenceon all of theseevents,in addition
to the modern active processes.

Prior investigationsof Cordilleran topography have
establishedthat high elevations, particularly in the
northern Basin-Rangeprovince, require a mantle buoyancy anomaly. However, none of these studies attempted a careful three-dimensionalassessmentof the
sourceof lithospheric buoyancy. Existing analysesdescribebuoyancyfrom a singletype of geophysicaldata
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by surfaceprocesses
can be segregatedvia analysisof
isostatic response. The isostatic response to surface
loads is distributed by flexure of the lithosphere, and
consequently,these features are undercompensated by

local subsurfacemass(as observedfrom the relationship
of gravity to topography;see Figure 1). On the other
hand, mantle buoyancy anomalies will slightly "over-

compensate"local topography(or more accurately,the
topography undercompensates
these mass anomalies).
Hence
one
can
decrease
the
near-surface
"noise" by
[e.g.,Joneset al., 1992;Humphreys
andDueker,1994]
and thereby underconstrainthe relevant physical pa- comparing elevations with gravitational potential and
rameters of temperature, composition, and phase; or removing the undercompensatedcomponentsof topog-

elsetheydescribea very limitedgeographical
area[e.g., raphy.
Surface and subsurface loads can be separated by
Saltusand Thompson,1995; Wernickeet al., 19961,
exploiting
spectral coherenceand transfer functions of
thus limiting comparisonwith surfacegeospatialdata
gravity
and
topography[Forsyth,1985]. The relationthat might be usedto infer process.
2.1.

Deconvolution

Subsurface

of Near-Surface

and

ship of Bouguer gravity to topography is modeled as
the isostatic responseof a thin elastic plate with den-

Loads

sity p0 at the Earth's surface(z = 0), p• at the base
The first step in isolating mantle-derivedelevation (z =/), and p(z) between(Figure 1). We assumean unshould be to remove the topographiceffects of sur- knownFourieramplitudeof inital surfaceloadingH•(k)
face and near-surface processessuch as erosion, depo- at z = 0 and subsurfaceloading W•(k) at someloadsition, fault displacements,volcanicconstruction.and ing depth z = zB (correspondingto a density contrast
lithosphericstrain. Previousstudieshave usedregional ApB). Herek = (27r/Xx,27r/Xy)isthe two-dimensional
averagingor smoothingof the topography to attenu- wavenumber.The amplitudesof topographyH(k) and
ate the surfaceprocesstopographicsignal[Humphreys Bouguer gravity B(k) depend on the initial loads as
and Dueker, 1994;Smith and Braile, 1994; Waschbusch [Lowryand Smith,19941
and McNutt, 1994; Joneset al., 1992, 1996]. However,
• - p0
H• (k) smoothingintroducesa bias error if the scale of the H(k)
smoothingwindowis lessthan the wavelengthat which
isostaticresponseapproachesan Airy state (typically
200 to 600 km in the westernUnited States). Smoothing
alsodegradesresolution,as subsurfaceloadscan generate a topographicresponseat wavelengthsas short as
50 km.
(k),
+ 27rGApBexp(--kZB)
As an alternative to smoothing,structuresgenerated

½

(k)

B(k)-[•ø-]Hx(k)

Bouguergravityanomaly b(x)__

••S....
.........................
........................................

urface
Load
hi(x)]

•

x

Topography h(x)

:

ø

....................................................

-'-'"'•--•
.................

"

'" ' '

(e.g.,
Moho
undulation)
[Subsurface
Load
w,(x)]

Ap=Apa
z=l
P=P•

Figure 1. Relationshipof Bouguergravity to topographydependson location of the load.
A subsurfaceload will be undercompensatedby local topography, whereas surface loads are
undercompensatedby local mass anomalies.

(1)
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in which k = Ikl, G is the gravitationalconstant,g imately zero mean, surface processelevation exceeds
is the acceleration
of gravity,½ = p• + (D/g)k 4, and two-sigmaerror for more than 55% of the map area.
½- -2•rGft-h(dp/dz)exp
(-kz)dz.Thelinear
equa- Surfaceloads in the western United States (Plate
tions (1) are solvedfor the two unknownload ampli- 3a) resultfrom dip-slipfaulting, erosionaland mechantudesgiven an assumedvalueof the flexural rigidity D, ical unloading, deposition, volcanic construction, and
and then the topographyis separatedinto amplitudes strain. At long wavelengthsthe surfaceload map preof a componentdue to surfaceloadingHT(k) and a dominantly reflects the viscoelasticallysupported elevation response to lithospheric strain. Contraction
componentdue to subsurface
loadingHB(k) via
and extension

(k)

•2-- P0

(k),
(2)

(k) -

(k) -

(k).

Conceptually,
h2. (--- Y-• {HT), whereY{.)is

associated

with

bends

in the San An-

dreas fault appear as elevation highs and lows, respectively. Extensional necking lows and rift flank uplifts
are prominent features at the edgesof the Basin-Range
province. At shorter wavelengths, dip-slip faults are
manifested

in both

contractional

Laramide

structures

the and extensionalfaulting of the Basin-Range,and volcanic construction is apparent in the Cascades and

Fourier transform operator), representssurfaceloads
emplaced on top of the lithosphere plus the flexural other major volcanic centers. Of particular relevanceto
isostatic responseto those loads, while h•3, the topographic remainder, is the flexural isostaticresponseto
mass anomalieswithin and beneath the lithosphere.
The flexural rigidity D usedfor this calculation is de-

terminedby comparingthe coherencefunctionrelating
the observedH and B with coherencepredicted from
HT, H•,

B2., B• for various assumed values of D. D

hotspot studies, the so-called "crescent"or "parabola"
of high elevation surrounding the Snake River Plain

that has beenattributed to a Yellowstoneswell[Pierce
andMorgan,1990;Smith andBraile, 1994]is composed
mostly of surface loads.
2.2.

Crustal

Mass

Variations

Subsurfaceloads result from heterogeneityof therhas beenestimatedat a 50 km spacingovermuchof the
mal,
compositional, and phase buoyancy of the upper
westernUnited States,usinga maximum entropy-based
mantle
and variations of thicknessand averagedensity
coherenceanalysisof topographyand Bouguergravity
of
the
crust.
One example of a topographic anomaly
[Lowryand Smith,1994,1995].Estimatesof the equiv-

alenteffective
elastic
thickness
Te- [12(1-v2)D/E]•/3

with

are shown in Plate 2. The estimation

warp, which results from a densemafic body intruded

method assumes

constant D within a window of estimation, but in fact,
D varies significantlyover short spatial scales. Consequently, the surfaceand subsurfacecomponentsof topographywere calculatedby summingthe load deconvolutionscorrespondingto the nearestestimatesof D;
the summationis linearly weightedby distanceto those
estimatesin the spatial domain. The resultingestimate
of hr is given in Plate 3a.
The range of error in the estimate of surfaceload topography is also indicated in Plate 3a. Inaccuraciesin
the surfaceload elevationmap derive principally from
errors in the estimate of apparent flexural rigidity D
of the lithosphere. We estimated the standard error of
surfaceload elevation by perturbing the surfaceload
estimate using the standard error in D, which was derived from the error function as part of the coherence

a crustal

source

is the

Snake

River

Plain

down-

into the midcrustby the Yellowstonehotspot[Mabey,
1982; McQuarrie and Rogers,1998]. We are primarily
interestedin mantle-derived topography,however,so as
an additional step in processing,we would like to strip
away the crustal contribution to elevation.

Joneset al. [1992]demonstratedthat crustalmass
can be approximated by relating crustal refraction seismic velocities to density. We perform a similar analysis here using 76 profiles from throughout the western
United States, located as shown in Plate 3b. Compressional wave velocities were convertedto density using
the nonlinear velocity-density regressionparameters of

Christensenand Mooney[1995]. The regressionden-

sitiespp(%)and crustalthickness
t• werethenusedto
calculate the crustal mass anomaly Am relative to a

referencecrustaldensityprofilePref(Z),using

analysis[Lowryand Smith,1994]. Also, this analysis
used GTOPO30 topographicdata, which in the United
States are derived from digital elevation models with

/_•TI•
--

f max{t•
,tcrcf
}[pp(Z)-- Pref(Z)]dz.

(3)

J tmon

standarderror<_18 m [U.S. Geological
Survey,1993].
The total standard error in the surfaceprocesselevation estimateis the root-mean-square
(RMS) sum of
these two sourcesof error. Surfaceprocesselevation
that is lessthan the one-sigmaerror is representedin
Plate 3a as white with contours,elevationsbetweenonesigma and two-sigma are depicted with half-saturated
color, and full color saturation indicates elevation that

Here Pref(Z)and tcrefcorrespond
to averagecrustalparameterstabulatedby Christensenand Mooney[1995];
a different choice of referencecrust would change the
results only by introducing a static shift. The upper

(tmin:) 5 km of the crustwasignoredin (3) to reduce

noiseassociatedwith velocity-densityregressionof the
near-surfacesediments. The map distribution of Am
is significant
at 95% confidence.
Despitebeingapprox- was interpolated using a kriging algorithm with first-
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orderlinear drift [e.g.,Davis, 1986]. This interpolation in the portion that is steadystate (i.e., unperturbedby
procedurehas the dual advantageof providing an "op- dynamic processessuch as convection). Steady state
timal" representation of Gaussian-distributed data and

an estimate of standard error that varies accordingto
sampling and local statistical properties of the measurements. AmplitudesAM- • {Am} of the interpolated
crustalmassanomalywereusedto calculateamplitudes
of the corresponding
crustalcomponentof topography

conductive geotherms can be constrained, to first order, from reliable surface heat flow measurements. Surface heat flow qs is a notoriously noisy measure of the
deep conductive geotberm, as it also reflects perturbations by hydrologic flow, variable crustal heat production, refractory effects around sedimentary basins, and

Hc via the thin plate approximation of flexural isostatic

advective

response:

tion. Nevertheless,these measurementscontain significant information about lithospheric thermal structure.
We used measurementsfrom the current U.S. compilation of heat flow data first described by Blackwell et al.

AM

H• =

(4)

As with the surface load calculation, variable flexural
rigidity D in the study area was accommodatedby a
spatial domain summation over the nearest estimates

of D. The correspondingestimate of elevation due to
crustal buoyancy hc is shown in Plate 3b.

effects associated

with intrusion

and exhuma-

[1991],supplemented
by the globalcompilationof Pollacket al. [1993].Duplicatedata and outliers(<15 and
> 160mW m-2) wereremoved.The survivingmeasurements were interpolated using kriging with first-order

linear drift. We then designeda continuationfilter [afcontribution to elevation h•. One correspondsto errors ter Mareschalet al., 1985]to identify and removeheat
There are two sources of error in the estimated

crustal

in crustal velocity estimatesby refraction profiles,stemming from variable quality of the seismicdata and inversion methods used, effects of three-dimensional structure on profiles,sparsesampling,and an ambiguity between thicknessand internal velocity of refracting lay-

flow anomalies with sourcesat crustal depths.
We map qs into geothermal variation using a onedimensionalsolutionof the governingequationsfor conductive heat transfer. Our starting point is the classic
error function solution for an impulsively cooled half-

ers. This first source of error is reflected in the semi-

space,

variogram, and so we assigneduncertainty associated

with the velocity structureaccordingto the kriging estimate

of standard

error in ,_/_/kin.
Error

T(z)- T•+ (T•- T•)erf1-•-oj

(5)

associated with

whereT• is surfacetemperature,T• (= 1300øC)is the
the regressionof velocity to density was estimated by mean reference temperabsre at which the conductive
integrating the standard errors quoted by Christensen geotherm intersectsthe adiabat, and /conis a thermal
and Moonell[1995]overthe crustalthickness.The to- length scale. If the half-spaceis undergoinguniaxial
tal standard error depicted in Plate 3b is the RMS sum strain at a constant rate •,
of these two estimatesof error. One-sigmaerror in the
crustal elevation estimate rangesfrom •$00 to 800 m;
(6)
•$0% of the map areaexceeds
the one-sigmaerror and
•
,
•20% exceedstwo-sigmaerror. Note that the estimated
crustal elevationthat exceedstwo-sigmaerror is not where n is thermal diffusivity. Note that this reduces
necessarily any lessuncertain than in those areas which to the familiar expressionfor half-spacecooling/con:
are depictedwhite with contours'Full colorsaturation, •
when• -- 0. A uniformly
extending
half-space
is
in this instance,simply meansthat the crustal massdif- a valid approximationfor the westernUnited States,
fers from that of "average"continentalcrust at > 95% where heat transfer is dominated by extensional adconfidence.
vection [Lachenbruchand Sass, 1978; Mareschaland
Bergantz,1990].
2.3.
Conductive
Thermal
Variations
When perturbed by radiogenicheat production that
decreases
exponentiallywith depth, (5) becomes
The raw elevation(Plate la) that is not accounted
for by surfaceloading(Plate 3a) and crustalmassvari2
A01rad
ations (Plate 3b) corresponds
to the elevationresponse
+ /4
to mantle buoyancy. At this point in the analysis, we
would like to begin to distinguish elevation signals according to their root processes.Namely, how much of
the topographyis a consequence
of variable thicknessof
(7)
the thermal boundary layer, how much is due to thermal variationsin the asthenosphere
(e.g., hotspotsand in which K is thermal conductivity,/rad (=5400+1700
other convectiveprocesses),
and how muchresultsfrom m) is an empirically-derived
characteristic
depthfor disthe thermodynamicsof magmagenesis?
tributionof radiogenicelements[Lachenbruch
andSass,
To assess the contribution
due to variable thickness
1978]and A0 is heat productionper unit volumeat the
of the thermal boundary layer, we are interested only Earth's surface, which we interpolated from measure-

}•/2

l•on
-- 2---5•[1
--exp(--2•t)]

1-exp
( l•-•d
)

(TrAø/r2ad
Ts)erf
(lc--•n)

23,378
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Figure 2. klantie density variation from combined effects of equations of state and melting.
The range of geothermscalculated for the western U.S. Cordillera is shown as thick white lines.
Thick black line is MORB-type solidus; dashed white line is 5% melt saturation. Inset shows

magmagenicelevationin the Airy limit, in functionof referencetemperatureTr. Solid line is 5%
melt saturation; dashedline: 0% melt saturation.

mentsin the Pollack et al. [1993]and Blackwellet al.
[1991]compilations.Surfaceheat flow is givenby'
OT
q8

•

have low thermal conductivity(•2-3 W m- • ¸K- •
at 290øK) that decreaseswith temperature as K 1/ (a + bT) [Siepold,1998]. lVlantleaggregates
have
higher K (•5) at surfacep and T and a similar temperature dependence to that of crustal rocks but with

z=O

a potentially significantcomponentof radiative transfer in addition to the lattice conductivitysuch that

2/rad
) q-2K(•r-Ts)
V/-•/con(8) K - 1/(a+bT)+cT 3. Weuseda - 0.28,b - 3.16x10-4
: A0/rad
( V/•/con
for the crust (correspondingto the mean for crustal
_

Equivalently,

2

2 [14'
(•r -- Ts)- AO/rad]

/con: x/f• (qs-Aolrad)' (9)

rocksin the Siepold[1998]compendium),
anda - 0.073,
b - 4.54 x 10-4, and c - 1.96 x 10-•ø for the mantle
[after Kukkonenet al., 1999]. Then we solvednumericalis'for the uniquegeothermsatisfying(5)-(9) that

Thermal transfer propertiesK and n vary with depth was continuousat the moho. The range of geotherms
as a function of both compositionallayering and pres- calculated for the western U.S. Cordillera is depicted in
sure/temperatureconditions. Crustal rocks generally Figure 2.
,
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The relationshipof densityto thermally inducedcrystal lattice dynamics,i.e., thermalexpansionc•(T, z), is
relatively well-constrained
from both theory and observation in the caseof olivine. Density p is related to
pressure
andtemperatureby the equations
of state[e.g.,
Reynardand Price, 1990]:

o•-•- •oo '
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surementsof thermal conductivityK of olivine-bearing
rocksin the $iepold[1998]compilationhave standard
errors of -*-25%; crustal rocks also have about -*-25%
variability when all of the likely crustal compositions
are included. (6) Standarderror in the thermal expansioncoefficienta of olivine-bearingrocksis about + 10%

[Bouhifdet al., 1996].
One-sigmaerrorsin the estimateof thermal boundary

(10)layer elevation were calculated independently for each
of the possibleerror contributors. Most of these errors

map nonlinearlyinto elevation,in whichcasethe larger
(
1
)
(OKT)
(11)
5r-- Kra aT p'
in which a0 is the thermal expansion coefficient at a

reference(p,T) (2.8 x 10-s kg m-a øK-• at 300øKand
1 arm [Bouhifdet al., 1996]),P0 is densityat the reference(p,T) (here3400kg m-a), Kr is bulk modu-

lus (= 1.3 x 10•1 at reference
(p,T)), and 5r is the

of the two possibleelevationerrorswas adopted. All six
error estimateswere combinedin RMS sum to produce
the confidencesdepicted in Plate 3c. The errors are
skewed, with larger error on lower elevations because
the nonlinear mapping of heat flow to mass is more
sensitiveto errors when geothermsare cold. Although
the elevationestimate is approximately zero mean, more

Anderson-Gruneisen
parameter(= 5.5 to 6.0 for upper
than 50% of the map area exceedsthe one-sigmaerror.
mantle mineralsabovethe Debyetemperature)and is
approximatelyindependentof p. Density as a function
of temperatureand depth, using(10) and (11), is also 3. Dynamic Elevation Estimate
shown in Figure 2.

Elevationcontributionsfrom surfaceloads(Plate 3a),
crustal mass anomalies(Plate 3b), and mantle therwere convertedto a mass anomaly via
mal anomalies(Plate 3c) weresubtractedfrom the observedtopography(Plate la). The remainder(Plate
[p(r, z) - p
z)]
(12) 3d) approximatesthe elevation responseto asthenot•
sphericbuoyancy,i.e., the dynamic elevation. Dynamic
in which T•, is an averagedgeothermfor the area stud- elevation in the western United States contributes a
ied. Thermal expansionwithin the crust was ignored very significantËaction to the total signal: In the northbecause, ideally, this should be reflected in the crustal ern Basin-Rangeprovincethe magnitude is comparable
seismic velocity and thicknessused to estimate crustal to that of the raw topography. Error in the estimate
mass variations. The mantle mass anomaly associ- of dynamic elevation is simply the RMS sum of errors
ated with variablethicknessof the thermal boundary associatedwith the various measurementsand paramlayer wasthen convertedto its corresponding
elevation eters that factored into estimation of surface process,
anomaly via (4). The result is depictedin Plate 3c, crustal, and thermal boundary layer contributionsto elwith error indicatedby colorsaturationas in previous evation. Confidencein the dynamic elevation estimate

Geothermsfrom the numericalsolutionof (5)-(9)

elevation

estimates.

Error in the estimateof thermal boundary layer el-evation can arise from six different sources:(1) Surface heat flow measurements
are subjectto sampling
limitations and unmodeledshallowhydrologicand refractory perturbations,as well as processes
of mechanical and magmaticadvection;theseare attenuatedby
continuationfiltering to remove effectsof crustal heat
sourcesand so are upper-boundedby the standarderror of the kriginginterpolation. (2) Samplingerrors
for measurements
of surfaceradiogenicheat production
arerepresented
by the standarderrorfromkrigingof A0

is indicated by color saturation, similar to Plates 3a-3c.

Nearly 60% of the map area exceedsone-sigmaerror;
•25%

4.

exceeds 95% confidence.

A Numerical

Model

of Yellowstone

Plume Buoyancy
Having establishedthat a portion of Cordilleran elevation is dynamic, we should begin to consider which
geodynamical processesmight be responsible. In this

sectionwe usea three-dimensional
(3-D) numericalcon-

vection model to estimate the dynamic elevation that
measurements.
(3) The characteristic
depthfor expo- could be produced by a mantle plume beneath the westnential decayof radiogenicheating,l•d, wasestimated ern U.S. Cordilleran lithosphere. The numerical model
from linear regression
of the relationshipbetweensur- consistsof a rectangular box filled with a fluid whose
faceheat flow q• and heat productionA0; standarder- viscosity • varies as a function of depth and temperaror of •1700 m was derived from the statistics of the ture according to

regression.(4) The mean temperatureat the intersection of the conductiveand adiabaticgeotherms,T•, is
assumedto havestandarderror of •50*K. (5) Mea-

RTT•
rl- rkexp
[(H*
+pøghI:)
(T•
- T)- pøgzVT"
1(13)
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Plate 3. Separatedcomponentsof Cordilleran elevation. Confidencein eachestimate is indicated

by colorsaturation(white,elevationestimateis _<68% confidence
limit; half saturation.estimate

is between68%and95%confidence;
full colorsaturation,
estimateexceeds
95%confidence).
(a)
Elevationfromsurfaceloadprocesses
andtheir isostaticresponse.(b) Elevationfromthe isostatic
responseto crustalmassvariations.Grey linesindicatecrustalseismicrefractionprofilesusedto

constrainthe estimate.(c) Elevationfromvariationsin thickness
of the thermalboundarylayer.
White circlesarethe distributionof surfaceheatflowmeasurements.
(d) Dynamicelevation(i.e.,
elevationderivedfrom asthenospheric
buoyancy)of the westernU.S. Cordillera.
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where H* is activation energy, V is the activation vol-
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to the Colorado Plateau and middle Rocky Mountains.

ume, •r - 1021Pa s is a referenceviscosity,and However, first-order features such as the overall ampliP0 - 3300 kg m-3 is a reference
density. Motion of tude and width of the swell are approximatelythe same
the upper surfacewith velocityU(x) generatesa shear as would be predicted for uniform lithosphere.
Plate 4d depicts an axial cross section of the therflow inside the box. A thermal plume is generatedby
a temperature anomaly on the bottom of the box and
interacts

mal structure responsible for the modeled swell ele-

with the shear flow as it rises to the base of the

vation. Also shown are the depths along section of
lithosphere. Further details of the model can be found the 1021Pa s isopoise1 and the 1000øCisothermesin Appendix A.
timated from surfaceheat flow (i.e., the steady state
Oceanic swell characteristicsinclude symmetry about geotherm before it has been perturbed by the modeled
the hotspot track, an --•1000 km cross-sectionalwidth, plume dynamics). The plume flow dynamicsare not
elongation in the direction of plate motion, and de- greatly affectedby lithosphericstructurealongtrack of
creasingelevationdownstream
of the hotspot[Crough, the hotspot becausethe upper mantle has virtually no
1983]. Thesefeaturesare consistentwith predictions strength downtrackand the plume is just beginningto
by flow models of the dynamic response to buoyancy interact with stronger lithosphericmantle to the northof hot plume material sheared by the motion of a vis- west. Surface heat flow is unperturbed in this model
cousplate [e.g.,Ribeand Christensen,
1994]. The rheo- becausethe timescaleof conductionthrough the lithological propertiesand geodynamicsof the westernU.S. sphereis ,-100 Myr, and the model doesnot accountfor
Cordillera are distinct from those of oceanic lithosphere, magmatic advection. Howeverthe plume doesinfluence
however.Significantdifferences
include(1) nonuniform the basal thermal boundary layer structure. Geothervelocity relative to a fixed mantle becauseof extension mal structure from Cordilleran surface heat flow was
of the Basin-Rangeprovinceand (2) variablethickness usedto definethe initial conditionsof the model (see
of viscouslithosphere in the various tectonic provinces. AppendixA), but the thermal boundarylayer is much
Hence we have modified

the model method

of Ribe and

thinner downtrack, particularly at around 900-1200 km,

Christensen
[1994]to moreaccuratelyapproximatethe after perturbation by convectiveflow.
Cordilleran environment,. The buoyancy flux of the

plumeis 4800kg s-1, andthe easternmost
lithosphere
5. Processesof Mantle Buoyancy
movesat velocityU - 3.5 cm yr-• However,uniaxial
NE-SW lithosphericextensionat a rate of 3 x 10-•6
In the courseof the analysisthusfar, we haveestis-1 (corresponding
to ,-1 cm yr-1 openingacrossthe matedthe contribution
ofthermalboundary
layerbuoyandwehave
Basin-Rangeprovince)is imposeddownstream(SW) ancyfromsurfaceheatflowmeasurements,
numericallymodeledthe expressionof convectivether-

of Yellowstone. Also, the viscous lithosphere has a
nonuniform thicknessapproximatingthat expected for

mal buoyancyfrom a hypotheticalYellowstone
plume.

the western U.S. Cordillera.

While both of theseprocesses
can contribute
signifi-

The latter

feature

of the

model is motivated by the expectation that buoyant
plume material will flow along gradientsof lithospheric thickness,thereby "ponding"preferentiallybeneath
regionsof thinnerlithosphere[Sleep,1997].
Lithospheric thickness variations are representedas
lateral viscosityvariations derived from flexural rigidity D and surfaceheat flow q• via an algorithm detailed
in Appendix B. The resulting lithosphericthickness1

cantly to elevation,eachby itself, and indeedboth of
them combined,are inadequateto explainthe mantlederivedelevationof the Cordillera.Compositional
and
melt buoyancyhas alsobeenhypothesizedto contribute
to Cordilleran mantle elevation. We will examine this

possibility
moreclosely
usinga simplemodelofmagmagenesis.Finally, we will considersomeother alternative

modelsfor generatingdynamicelevation.
(definedasthe depthat whicheffectiveviscosityis 1021
Pa s) incorporatesspatial variability of both tempera- 5.1. Thermal Boundary Layer Buoyancy
ture and material properties. I•Iaterial properties are
Extensional
thinningof the thermalboundarylayer,
expressedin terms of an effective mantle activation en*

,

invoked
by Eaton[1982]andJoneset al. [1992],does

ergy Hm, depictedin Plate 4a. Heterogeneous
H,• is contributeto Cordilleranhigh elevation:Topography
necessarybecausevariationsin lithosphericstrength in- derivedfromthermalboundary
layerthickness
(Plate
tegrated in D cannot be accommodatedby geothermal 3c) accountsfor at least 15% of the total isostaticrevariations alone. Estimated lithospheric thickness1 is sponse to mantle buoyancy, a lower-bound estimate
depictedin Plate 4b. Swelltopography(Plate 4c) mod- fromaveraging
overall wavenumbers
k > 0 therealporeled with the nonuniform lithospheric viscosity struc- tion of the transferfunctionrelatingmantleand therture is not axisymmetric and is less axially elongate malelevation.
Nevertheless,
extensional
thinningof the
than when a uniform lithospheric thickness is used. thermal boundarylayer is not sufficientto offsetthe efPonding of plume material resultsin steepenedswellel- fectsof crustalthinning,evengiventherelatively
large
evationgradientswherethe lithosphericthicknessgradi- uncertaintieson theseestimates(comparePlates3b and
ent is steep, particularly at the Basin-Rangetransition 3c), andhenceit is not nearlysufficient
to accountfor all
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of the mantlebuoyancy.Severalotherstudiessimilarly denserlayer (e.g., the thermal boundarylayer) overconclude that mantle-derived elevation of the northern lying a more buoyantlayer. Someof the Cordilleran
Basin-Range
cannotbe attributedsolelyto extensional high elevationthat is not attributableto Yellowstone
thinningof the thermalboundary
layer[Lachenbruch
et hotspotbuoyancycorrelateswith other volcanicfields
(compare,for example,Plate lb with Plate 3d), with
al., 1994;Saltusand Thompson,
1995].
the clearestexamplesoccurringin the Salton Searegion
of the eastern California volcanicbelt and just south of
Ourgeodynamical
modelofYellowstone
hotspotswell the southernboundary of the ColoradoPlateau. This

5.2. Hotspot Swell Buoyancy

that a portion of Cordillerandynamicelevaelevation(Plate 4c) improvesupon previousplume- suggests
tion
is
related
to magmagenesis,
consistentwith Tacklithosphere
interactionmodelswith the inclusionof
ley
and
Stevensoh's
[1993]
model
of
Rayleigh-Taylor
inindependently
constrained
variablelithospheric
thickstabilities
driven
by
melt
buoyancy
and
Humphreys
and
ness,lithospheric
strain,andbuoyancy
of melt-depleted
hypothesis
of meltbuoyancy
residuumin the numericalmodeling. The model pro- Dueker's[1994]subsequent
modulated
by
compositional
variations.
duceshigh dynamicelevationin the northernBasinMagmagenesis
entailsa thermodynamicanomaly,a
Range,and like the observed
anomalyin Plate 3d,
the modeledswellis elongatein the directionof North

Americanplate motion. Also,the edgesof the mod-

small percentageof basaltic melt, and compositional
alteration

of the residuum•

Each of these can en-

hance the aggregatebuoyancy. Mantle olivineshover
composition,
and a magmatin the estimateddynamicelevationanomaly.However, around(Mg0.9Fe0.•)2SiO4
ically
fertile
aggregate
will
also
contain
dense garnet
the amplitudeof the modeledswellanomalyis lessthan
and
pyroxene
constituents;
the
denser
ferrous
and aluhalfthat of the dynamicelevation,
andwhilethe model
eled swell match reasonablywell with steep gradients

is consistent with the largest of the western U.S. dynamic elevation anomalies, it does not reproduce other
smallerfeatures. The model would explain only •25%
of the estimated dynamic elevation map.
The model fit could be improved by increasingthe

buoyancyflux and/or by introducingadditional complexities into the plume-lithosphere interaction model.
The Cordilleran elevation anomaly is much larger than
the •1000 m peak swell elevation beneath Hawaii, but

the buoyancyflux usedfor this model was only slightly
greater than that of the Hawaii model by Ribe and

Christensen
[1994](4800versus
4100kg s-•). Also,the
Yellowstone model assumesconstant plume buoyancy
flux and ignores plate boundary interactions, but the
absenceof YSRP volcanic expressionbefore 17 Ma argues against simple, steady state boundary conditions.
The abrupt onset of YSRP anatectic volcanicsand effusive plateau basalts has led some researchersto suggestthe Yellowstonehotspot initiated as a large "plume

head" in mid-Miocene[Parsonset al., 1994; Zobacket
al., 1994;Saltusand Thompson,1995],while othersin-

minum silicates are first to be consumedby basalt pro-

duction[Jordan,1978, 1981]. The resultingmelt is
significantlylessdensethan the parentrock [Fujii and
Kushiro,1977]. The aggregatedensitydependson the
percentageof partial melt,and compositionof the melt
and residuum. Composition dependsin turn upon pres-

sure, temperature, and compositionof the sourcerock

[Presnallet al., 1979;McKenzieandBickle,1988],while
melt fraction is limited by processesof melt migration

[Stolperet al., 1981]. The densityof the residuumdependsprincipally on the amount of iron and aluminum
removed by melting, expressedin terms of the molar
fraction of A1203 (XA1) and the molar ratio of iron to

magnesium
R- Xre/(Xre + X•,•g)as'

p- p(p,T) 1 0OXA1
inpo
AXA1
+ OR AR' (14)
The partial derivative terms are estimated to be -0.70

and 0.32, respectively[Jordan,1981].
We have calculated an example relationship between
density of a fertile garnet lherzolite, temperature, and

depth, using (10), (11), and (14), laboratorymeasurethe subductingJuan de Fucaslab [Geist and Richards, ments of p(p,T) of basalticmelts [Fujii and Kushiro,
1993]. One could modify the numericalmodel to ac- 1977],and the empiricalrelationsfor chemistryof meltcommodate plate boundary kinematics or plume initiing 18-22; A2-A3 in the work of McKenzie and Bickle
ation. However, much of the significantmisfit between [1988]. The result is shownin Figure 2. The density

fer the hotspot's surface expression was disrupted by

the model and estimated dynamic elevation is associated with

smaller-scale

anomalies

in areas that

should

be unperturbed by Yellowstone hotspot dynamics.
5.3.

Magmagenic

Buoyancy

Dynamic elevation that varies on scales of the order of a few times the lithospheric thickness is consis-

tent with growth of Rayleigh-Taylorinstabilities[e.g.,
Turcotteand Schubert,1982]. These instabilitiescan
develop as a gravitationally driven flow responseto a

variation dependsonly on equations of state below the
solidus(indicated by the thick solid black line) and is
dominated by the melt phaseand preferential extraction
of densecomponentsabove the solidus. The aggregate
density changebetween the solidusand the partial melt

saturationpoint (here taken to be 5%) is about equivalent to that for a 500øK change in temperature. However, integration of a magmagenic buoyancy anomaly
yields an elevation responsethat is dominated by depletion of the residuum as opposedto buoyancy of the
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melt itself, as depicted for the Airy-isostatic limit in inset in Figure 2. The elevation anomaly from a partial

(i.e., from belowthe 660 km phasetransition of spinel
to perovskiteand magnesiowustite).Given that the inmelt that saturatesat 5% (solidline in inset) is only fluenceof the Yellowstonehotspotis effectivelylimited
slightly larger than that which would result from com- to the northern Basin-Rangeand melt buoyancyis likely
positional depletion alone (dashedline indicating 0% inadequate to generate the dynamic elevation observed
melt saturation).
along the southern boundary of the Colorado Plateau,
One will note that the geothermsderivedearlier from one or more of thesemechanismsmay play a significant
surfaceheat flow neverintersectthe dry solidusdepicted role.
in Figure 2. This may indicate that asthenospherictemSavageand Sheehan[2000]suggestthat patternsof
peratures in volcanic regions locally exceedthose for a shear wave splitting polarization in the Cordillera are
typical isentropic adiabat, as implied by the variable most consistentwith strains due to a large vertical upreference temperature T, used to examine magmagenic

welling centered approximately in the middle of the
buoyancyin the Figure 2 inset. Alternatively,it is possi- northern Basin-Range province. They cite a prelimible that western U.S. volcanismis facilitated by anoma- nary versionof the dynamic elevationmap (Plate 3d)
lous mantle water content.
The McKenzie
and Bickle
to bolster their hypothesis. Upwelling centeredin the
[1988]melt relationsusedto generateFigure2 are spe- Basin-Rangemight be expected in passiveresponseto
cificto mid-oceanridgebasalt (MORB)-type melting of rifting if, for example, extensionaldivergencecouldnot
a dry lherzolite. However, water can lower the solidus be accommodatedby return flow of material abovethe
temperature by several hundred degreesand is gener- 410 (e.g., becauseof impedanceby subductedslab).
ally thought to be the agent for subduction volcanism In order to generate dynamic elevation, however, the
suchas that of the Cascaderange. Western U.S. volcan- upwelling would have to be superadiabatic. In a perism outside the Cascadesmay still exploit water rem- fectly isentropicmantle, upwelling would not generate
nant from Laramide subduction processes,for example. the thermal anomaly needed to produce dynamic eleHowever,the MORB to oceanislandbasalt (OIB) com- vation. Extension-driven upwelling would be superapositions of most U.S. Cordilleran basaltic volcanism diabatic if, for example, the deeper material tapped
imply that thermodynamics plays a greater role than by upwelling were, by chance, anomalously hot. This
oxygen fugacity.
mechanismis appealing becausemost of the significant
One may also observefrom the inset of Figure 2 that dynamic anomalies coincide with the rifted northern
compositionally controlled variability in density of the and southern Basin-Range provinces and also because
uppermost mantle conceivablycould suffice to explain MORB-type volcanismin the Cordillera appearsto rethe entire "dynamic elevation" signal in Plate 3d. How- quire a thermodynamic "push."
ever, other geophysicalmeasurementsof the uppermost
On the other hand, an adiabatic (passive)upwelling
mantle exhibit variability exactly opposite that which can also generate dynamic topography via deflection
would be expected if the northern Basin-Range were of phaseboundariesby latent heat effects[e.g., Chrismore basalt-depleted than the Colorado Plateau and tensen,1998]• Surfacetopographicresponseto a 660
Rocky Mountain provincesto the east. A dense gar- deflection
would
besmall(<•500m in theAirylimit)
net lherzolite composition would have lower ? wave and negativefor upwelling[Christensen,
1998],sois an
seismicvelocity[Jordan,1981]and loweractivationen- unlikely candidate for the anomaliesobservedhere. Deergy H* [e.g.,Poirier, 1991]than a peridotire,but the flection of the 410 would produce dynamic elevation of
eastern stable platform has relatively high ? velocity the correctsign,and the large (•45 kin) deflectionim-

[Humphreysand Dueker,1994]and effectiveactivation agedby Dueker and Sheehan[1997]at the transition
energyH• (Plate 4a). We infer from this that the dy- from the extendingBasin-Rangeto the stableWyoming
namic elevation anomaly is truly dynamic rather than
compositional. Moreover, given that partial melt variations probably contribute only slightly to elevation, we
expect that somesort of asthenosphericthermodynamic
anomaly is required.
5.4.

Alternative

Sources of Dynarnic

Buoyancy

There are several other possible sources for Cordilleran dynamic elevation in addition to those dis-

cussedthus far. These include (1) another form of
superadiabaticupwelling (different than, or in addition to, the Yellowstonehotspot modeledpreviously),
(2) phase boundary deflectionsas a result of passive
(strain-driven)vertical flux, and (3) deeperbuoyancy

craton would equate to >2 km of dynamic elevation in

the Airy limit, assuminga density contrastof 200 kg

m-3 [Matsui,1999]. To our knowledge,
no onehas
closelyexamined the dynamic topographythat might
be generatedby deflectionof the 410. HoweverPodlad-

chikovet al. [1994]examinedthe dynamictopography
that wouldbe generatedby the (--•60km) garnet-spinel
transition (which also has positive Clapeyronslope),
and they estimated a transient uplift effect of--•500
m. Phase boundary deflection by extension-drivenupwellingis another appealingmechanismfor passivegeneration of dynamic elevation, given the distribution of
anomalies in Plate 3d. Howexpr, we caution that there
are significant uncertainties in both the experimental
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measurementsof phase transition parameters and the infrared reflectancespectography[Hofmeister, 1999],
velocity structures used to translate P to S conversion when coupled with theoretical considerationslimiting
the radiative transfer contribution to less than half the
times into depths.

Finally, dynamicelevationcan arisefrom deeper(i.e.,
mid and lower mantle) buoyancyanomalies.Pari and
Peltlet [2000]estimatedynamictopographyof several
kilometersfrom mantle velocitystructure(thoughtheir
calculationseffectivelyinclude thermal boundary layer
buoyancy). However, their isostaticresponsekernels
suggestthat surfaceresponseof a viscousEarth dimin-

total conductivitybelow 2000øK [Hofmeister, 1999],
lend confidence to our assertion that a dynamic contribution to Cordilleran elevation is required.
There are, nevertheless,problems with the geothermal estimates that are not fully addressedin the error
analysis. In particular, we note that heat flow has been
lowered by subduction processesnear the Pacific and

ishesrapidly xvith depth of the buoyancy anomaly and Juan de Fuca plate boundaries, and this (essentially
is nearly negligible for sphericalharmonic degree 1_>8 dynamic) effect results in underestimationof thermal
boundarylayer buoyancy(Plate 3c), overestimationof
(<•2500
kmwavelength)
at •800 kmdepth.Response
kernels are sensitive to viscosity structure, which re- dynamictopography(Plate 3d), and underestimationof
mains somewhat uncertain. However, on the small scale effectivemantleactivationenergyH• (Plate 4a). Conof anomalies consideredin this study, deeper buoyancy sequently, dynamic elevation estimates in those areas

is unlikely to be a significantcontributor.
6.

Discussion

It is worth noting that the original purpose of this
analysis was simply to isolate and numerically model
the Yellowstone hotspot swell, and only after careful
considerationof the results did we concludethat dynamic elevation in the Cordillera has more complex origins. The analysis performed here permits us to conclude to >95% confidencethat the mantle component

exhibitingH•<300 kJ mol-• (andperhapseventhose
<350 kJ mo1-1)shouldbe viewedwith someskepticism.
Other significant implications of this work relate to
the root processesof tectonism and volcanism in the
U.S. Cordillera. The estimation of lithospheric viscosity

and effectiveactivation energy describedin Appendix B
is relegated to an almost ancillary status in this paper,
but these have very far-reaching implications. We have

noted previously[Lowry and Smith, 19951that there

are striking correlations between the loci of seismicity,
volcanic centersand large gradients in effective elastic
of buoyancyincludesa large (•2 km) dynamiccontri- thickness T• of the lithosphere. When T• is combined
bution. Extensional thinning of the conductivethermal with thermal structure to estimate theology, it becomes
boundary layer certainly contributes to elevation, but apparent that the seismicity and volcanism is focused
of viscositydiverges
not enough to generate the observedmantle anomaly. at locationswherethe 102•isopoise
However, while a part of the dynamic elevation signa- significantlyfrom the moho depth (Plate 4b), that is,
ture is similar in location and appearance to the flow at the boundaries separating lithosphere with negligimodel of Yellowstone dynamics, this by no means pro- ble mantle strength from stable lithosphere with high
vides a "smoking gun" as to the presenceor absenceof uppermost mantle viscosity. Moreover, the variation of
a Yellowstone swell, and moreover, we can offer little in- effectiveactivationenergyH• would suggestthat stasight into the relative contributionsof convection,mag- ble lithosphere is defined as much or more by intrinsic
matism, superadiabatic upwelling, and adiabatic phase material properties as by transient thermal properties,
boundary dynamics to Cordilleran elevation. There are providing a tidy explanation for why consecutivedeforphysical and geophysicalobservationsto suggestthat mation events will often reactivate the same blocks of
any or all of these processesmay play a role.
lithosphere, despite separation by timescalesover which
Also, we must stress that some of the conclusions temperatures should equilibrate.
reached herein depend critically on the assumed value
Finally, it is becomingincreasinglyclear that modern
of uppermost mantle thermal conductivity. The tem- deformation of the western U.S. Cordillera results from
perature-dependent thermal conductivity relation used a combination of horizontal boundary conditions imin this analysisyieldsK = 2 to 2.8 W m-1 øK-1 in the posedby right-lateral shear at the Pacific-North Amermantle, as opposed to K = 5 correspondingto ther- ican plate boundary and vertical normal stressesowing
mal conductivity of olivine at surface conditions. Had to deep buoyancyheterogeneities
[Joneset al., 1996;
we used K = 5 in our calculations, the dynamic el- Shen-Tu et al., 1998; Fleschet al., 20001. The magevation in Plate 3d would disappear to within uncer- nitude of the deviatoric stress produced by buoyancy
tainties. It has been suggestedthat radiative transfer anomalies is sensitive to the depth of support of surface
topography (with deeper buoyancyheterogeneitiesin(i.e., electromagnetictransfer) of heat might be
ciently nonnegligibleat upper mantle conditions to in- ducinglargerstressmoments)and to viscositystructure

creaseK to its surfacevalue[e.g.,Morgan,1993]. How- in the Earth. Joneset al. I1996]basedtheir estimates
ever,independent
estimatesof K=2-3 W m-• øK-• at of deviatoric stress in the western United States on the
relevant (p, T) conditionsfrom experimentalmeasure- conservativeassumptionthat all relevant buoyancy varments[Katsura,1995]and from phononlifetimesusing iations occur in the lithospheric mantle and that bet-
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erogeneity decreaseslinearly with depth. Our analysis where •0 is a constant referencestrain rate, x•(t) =

xo+ Uot is a movingreferencepoint (approximatelythe
vation is rooted in asthenosphericbuoyancy anomalies, x coordinateof Yellowstonein the model box) and b
implying that deviatoric stressescould be substantially is the width of the zone of transition from unstrained
(NE) to uniformlystraining(SW) lithosphere.
greater than previously estimated.
Second, the lithosphere may have a nonuniform and
time-varying
thicknessl(x,y,t).
Spatial variations in
7. Conclusions
lithosphericthicknessimply strong lateral viscosityvarDisentanglement of the buoyancysourcesresponsible iations near the base of the lithosphere. To model these,
for western U.S. elevation is an important step toward we multiply the viscositypredictedby equation(13) by
understanding Cordilleran deformation for two reasons: the depth-dependent factor
(1) deeply rooted buoyancycontributessignificantlyto
the lithosphericstressesthat drive deformationand (2)
tanh
'
(A3)
2
2
5
'
the processes
that generatemantle buoyancy(variable
indicates

that

a substantial

fraction

of western U.S. ele-

F R+I R-1 [d3-z-l(x
y,t)]

thickness of the thermal boundary layer, thermal con-

vection, passiveupwellings,and magmagenesis)
are potentially important expressionsof tectonism independent of their buoyancy signatures. Analysis and modeling of a variety of geophysicalsignals, including topography, gravity, heat flow, and crustal seismicveloc-

where

R- 1+(Rmax
--1)tanh
[/(x,
y,t)-/ref(•,
t) (A4)
5

'

ity, indicate that thermal boundary layer thickness and
dynamic effectsboth contribute significantly to mantle-

and R•ax is a maximum viscosity contrast, 5 << /min
is a vertical scale height, and /ref(X,t) is the normal
lithosphericthicknessthat would occur in the absence

derived

of lateral variations in material properties. In essence,

elevation

of the western

U.S.

Cordillera.

The

largest of the significantdynamic elevationanomaliesis (A3) and (A4) correspondto multiplyingthe viscosconsistent with that predicted by numerical modeling ity of the thickestparts of the lithosphereby a factor
of a Yellowstone hotspot swell. However, smaller-scale Rm•x. Becausethe surfaceis undergoingboth translasignificant anomalies in the southern Basin-Range re- tion and extension,the lithosphericthicknessl(x,y,t)
quire some other mechanism. Possible mechanismsfor evolves with time according to

the latter includesuperadiabaticupwellingand/or extension-driven(adiabatic) phaseboundary deflections.
The relative importance of various possiblecontributors
to dynamic elevation remains uncertain. Estimation

of the viscosityand effective activation energy of the
lithosphere, performed to support, the numerical modeling analysis, indicates that seismicity and volcanism
are focused at boundaries separating lithosphere with
negligibleupper mantle viscosityfrom lithospherewith
significantmantle viscosity. The mantle strength is con-

ot + •-•

,

subjectto the condition/(x,y,0) = /p(x,y), where
lp(x,y) is the present-day
lithosphericthicknessdetermined by the proceduredescribedin Appendix B. In
actual practice,we first solve(AS) by itself backwardin

time to determinethe thickness/(x,y, to) at the chosen
starting time to and then use this thicknessas the initial

conditionfor integrating(AS) forwardin time together

trolled by intrinsic (material) propertiesin additionto

with the equations for conservation of momentum and

transient thermal fields, suggestingthat these boundaries could remain stationary on long timescales.

energy.

The numerical

solutions described here were obtained

usinga grid spacing/Xx =/__Xy= 16.7 km and a variable
vertical grid spacingin a box of dimensions1600 by 1600
by 400 kin. The valuesof all other model parametersare

Appendix A: Numerical Model
of Dynamic Topography
The numerical model of hotspot dynamics is similar

to that of Ribe and Christensen[1999]with two significant differences. First, the surfacevelocity U(x,t)

as by Ribe and Christensen[1994]exceptthe reference

platevelocityU = 1.1 x 10-7 m s- • (=3.5 cm yr- •)
and the plume radius a = 68 kin.

can vary as a function of along-track position and time

Appendix B: Estimation of Thickness
U0 is a referencevelocity and •(x,t) is the extension of a Nonuniform Lithosphere

according
to U(x,/) - U0+ ff •dx- us(x,/),where
rate in the plate motion direction. To first order, the
strain rate is zero to the NE of Yellowstone and positive

(extensional)to the SW. We thereforeusethe simplerelations

•0

•- •-exp[(z-zs)/b](x<_•)

(A1)

To examine the influenceof a nonuniformlithosphere
on.the Yellowstone swell, we first estimate a mechanical
thickness l, defined as the depth to a referenceeffective
viscosity. Lateral variations in 1 depend on both temperature and material properties, so we constrain the
lithospheric viscosity using both the thermal structure

derivedfrom equations(8)-(9) and lithosphericflexural
( 1exp[-(zx,)/b])(•
>x,)(.,2)rigidity
D (expressedin terms of T• in Plate 2). T(z)
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and D are mapped into 1 using a yield strength enve- tion de•nonstratesthat all of these parameters have very
lope (YSE) approximation of rock strength properties slight effect on D, with the exceptionsof temperature
[GoetzeandEvans,1979].We assumethat crustaland T(z) and the material parametersof power law creep,
mantle strengthlayersare decoupledsuchthat D can be H* and .4, as previously suggestedby Lowry and Smith
approximatedby a "leaf-spring"model as D =Dm
[1995]. However.the sameanalysisalso demonstrates

[Burovand Diament, 1995]in whichD,• and Dc are

that

a lateral

variation

of either

mantle

activation

en-

flexural rigidities of the mantle and crustal layers, respectively. Rigidities are given by

to explain the relationship between observed variations

ergy Hj• or mantlepowerlaw coefficientAm is required
in D and T(z), confirmingearliersuggestions
that variations in geotherm and crustal thicknessare insufficient
to explain the variability of flexural rigidity of conti-

1 0 [a- min
(a0,
aySE)]
(z--z•)dz (B1)
Dx- C

nental lithosphere[Lowry and Smith, 1995; Hartley et

in whichthe limits of integration z0 and z• correspond
al., 1996]. We fixed all parametersexcept T(z) and
to the top and bottom of the layer, C is curvature of
H•, using the valuesin Table B1, and used the crustal
bending,z• is a neutral depth of bendingdefinedsuch geothermand a fixed crustal activation energy Hj to
that
estimate D• from (B1)-(B4). We then subtractedDe
from the total rigidity D and solvedfor H• that best
approximated Dm using a grid search algorithm. The
(B2) effectiveviscosityr/(z) wascalculatedfrom the resulting
yield strength envelope using

•i'•[rr
--min(rro,rrYSE)]
(z--zr•)
dz
-:•[crmin
(or0,
o'YSE)
](z--Zn)

or0is an in-plane (or tectonic) differentialstress,cr is
the deviatoric stress in the lithosphere given by

t/= drYSE
2•
Lithosphericthicknessl(z, y) is definedfor our purposes

as the depthat whicht/(z) = •/• = 102• Pa s.
Some of the parameters that were held fixed in these

cr-mincrySE,-------7-•
1--u C(z--z•) + or0, (B3) calculations do vary, and errors in the assumedvalues
will map into errors in the estimate of •/. In particular, we note that reasonable variations in strain rate

crysEis the yield strength envelope:

canchangethe estimateof H• by up 10%, and variable
H•', Am and .4• could changeit even more. However,

(•+
•x/-•-•)
if we hold the mantle material parameters of power law
O'YSE
--min-2•
(•x/_•_•T_•_•)2
pgz
(1- X), (B4)
(x) exp

creepto be everywhereconstantin (B1)-(B4), there is

E is Young'smodulus,u is Poisson'sratio,/• is the fric-

no plausible combination of other variables that can reproduce the observedrelationship between surface heat
flow and D. We chose to fix A,• in these calculations

tional coefficient of brittle failure, I is the pore pres-

sure coefficient(expressedas a fraction of lithostatic
pressure),.4 is the exponentialcoefficientof powerlaw
creep, n is the exponential power, and other parameters are as previously defined in the paper. A sensitivity analysisof the parametersusedin this calcula-

and let H• vary becauseof expectationsthat plausible variations in the activation energy would have the

most significanteffecton lithosphericstrength. The estimates of H• resultingfrom this analysisrangefrom

250 to 540kJ mol-•; this rangeis consistent
with the

Table B1. Parameters Used to Estimate Lithospheric Thickness 1
Parameter

C

Meaning

curvatureof bending

a0

tectonic differential stress

E•
E,•

crustalYoung's
modulus
mantleYoung'smodulus

•

Poisson's

ratio

/•
•

brittle frictional coefficient
pore fluid pressurecoefficient

A•
Am

crustalcreepcoefficient
mantlecreepcoefficient

n•
nm
•

crustal creep exponent
mantle creep exponent
strain rate

Hj

crustalactivationenergy

Value

10-9
0

7 x 10•ø
1.6 x 10TM

Units
-1

m

Pa
Pa
Pa

0.25

0.65
0.37

2 x 10-4
6 x 104
1.9
3.5
10- •6

1.4 x 105

Pa s n•

ma s•

S

--1

J mol- •
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range that would reasonablyresult from heterogeneities

Smith and G. P. Eaton, Mere. Geol. Soc. Am., 152,

283-311, 1978.
of grain size, partial melt, and/or volatile contentof
Cooper,
R.F., and D.L. Kohlstedt, Solution-precipitation
mantle aggregates[Poirier, 1991; Cooperand Kohlstenhanceddiffusional creep of partially molten olivine-baedt, 1984]. In spiteof the uncertainties,the estimateof
salt aggregates
duringhot-pressing,Tectonophysics,
107,
/(x, y) derivedhere is certain to providea much closer
207-233, 1984.
approximation of the real Earth than assumptionof a Crough,S.T., Hotspotswells,Annu. Rev. Earth Planet.

uniform lithospheric thickness.
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